It is shown that the min cone over the circle group is the only inverse semigroup or Clifford semigroup on the 2-cell with an identity whose set of idempotents has a cut point.
A topological inverse semigroup S is a Hausdorff space together with a continuous associative multiplication in which each element has a unique inverse and whose idempotents commute. Such semigroups were studied in [5] , which includes a characterization of inverse semigroups whose underlying space is an arc.
Considering inverse semigroups on the 2-cell, the purpose of this paper is to show that the min cone over the circle group is the only inverse semigroup with an identity on the 2-cell whose set of idempotents has a cut point. Unless otherwise stated, S will denote such a semigroup and E its set of idempotents. The closure of A will be denoted by A* while other notations, definitions, and preliminary results can be found in [2] , [3] , and [5] .
The existence of the kernel K in compact semigroups is well known, as are the facts that K is connected if S is connected, and that K consists of one ^-class. It follows that A" is a single point and hence S has a zero. Lemma 1. If e is a cut point of E, then H(e) is a circle group.
Proof.
Let r be the retraction of S onto E defined by r(s)=ss~l [5] , Thus r~1(e) = R(e), the ^-class of e, separates S and it follows that dim R(e) = dim D(e)=\ [3] , [4] . Inversion restricted to R(e) is a homeomorphism onto L(e), so dim(L(e)xR(e))=2.
The multiplication map m from L(e)xR(e) onto D(e) lowers dimension by one, so it follows that there are elements t e L(e) and s e R(e) such that m~l{ts) <= H(t) x H(s) and dimm~1(ts)^l;
hence dim H(t) = dim H(s)=l. By Green's translational lemmas, H(e) is homeomorphic to H(s), hence dim H(e) = l and H(e) is a circle group [1] .
Let T be a min thread from 1 to 0 [6] ; clearly T contains e. By Exercise 7, p. 209 of [3] , SeS=eSe is a min cone over the circle group. In fact there is a maximal idempotent of T, say /, such that SfS=fSf is a min cone over the circle group. Let e now denote this maximal idempotent. If H(e) = Bd S then e=l and we are through. Therefore suppose ej¿l and let Ty={t eT:e^t} and C={s e S:se=e}. Under this assumption, E\SeS¿¿ 0 and has no cut points, so let e0 denote an interior point of E\SeS.
Lemma 2. The center of S contains SeS.
For x e S\SeS and/e EnSeS^^xxr1 andxfxr1 e Er\H(f); but H(f) is a group, so xfxr1=f and xf=fx. If t e SeS, then tx = (tt-1t)x=t(t~H)x=(t~1tx)t since t~Hx e H(t) and -SeS is commutative. Now r1tx=xt~1t since t~1t=tr1 eEnSeS, so íx=(í~1i'a:)í=(x/í-1)í=^/.
Lemma 3. The set C is a closed connected acyclic inverse subsemigroup ofS.
Proof.
For c e C, cTy <= C and is an arc from c to e. Therefore C is connected and it is easily shown that C is a closed connected inverse subsemigroup. The mapping H from TyXC onto C defined by H(t, c) = tc is continuous, where H(\, c)=c and H(e, c) = e for all c eC. The generalized homotopy theorem [7] implies Hn(C)^Hn(e) for all n, hence C is acyclic.
Lemma 4. 1 £ (S\C)*.
Proof. If {?"} is a sequence in S\C converging to 1, then {tne0} converges to e0 and there exists an m such that tme0 e E\SeS. Hence tme0 e C; but e=(tme0)e=tm(e0e) = tme, a contradiction, since tm e S\C.
Lemma 5. If x e S\C and c eC, then xc, ex e S\C and xT(~\C= 0.
Proof. ex=xej±e and ce=ec=e, so (xc)e=x(ce)=xe^e and (cx)e=e(cx)=ex?£e. Lemma 6. Bd S r¡C is an arc from a to ar1 for some aeC.
Proof. Let a e Bd Sr\C such that a^\. Since C is acyclic, Bd 54;C, and since inversion is a homeomorphism on Bd S, it will suffice to show that one of the arcs of Bd S from a to 1 is contained in C. Let A and B be these arcs. Suppose there exist x e A\C and y e B\C. Then the connected set Ty KJaTy c C separates either x or y from 0, while xTKJyT is a connected subset of S\C containing x, y, and 0, a contradiction. Lemma 7. Bd(5\C) nC=aTy Uar1^.
Proof. Clearly aTxua-1Ty<=Bd(S\C)r\C, and since 1 <£aTxUût1^, this set separates S and the components separated from 0 are contained in C. Let {/"} be a sequence in S\C converging to a such that t^j^t^e, and let Hn be the arc of H(e) from tne to t^e containing e. Now consider the arcs C"=far1U//nUf»17'1, noting H" nfj^f//}, H^nt^T{ t^e}, and tnT1rwñ1T1=0. The arcs Cn separate C from 0, and clearly {Cn} converges to aTl\Ja~1T1. Now if x e S is such that x and 0 are not separated by a7'1ua~l3r1) then there is an m such that Cm separates x from C. Hence x £ C and aTx KJcr1T1 = Bd(S\C) C\C. Theorem 1. Sis the min cone over the circle group and e=\.
By Lemma 6, the Bd S nC is an arc with end points a and a-1. It follows from Lemmas 5 and 7 that aa~l e aT1\Ja~lTl. Therefore either aa~~1 = af for some/e T1 and a~1=cr1aa~l=ar-lafe E, a contradiction, or aa_1=a_1/and a=aa~ya=arlfa e £, again a contradiction. The referee observed that if S is a Clifford semigroup with identity on the 2-cell, whose set E of idempotents has a cut point, then Lemmas 1 and 2 follow with slight modifications, where e can again be considered the maximum idempotent of T for which eSe is a min cone over the circle group. Continuing the referee's suggestions, let T1 = {t eT:e^t). Then OiTxXS-S defined by 6(t, x) = tx is a homotopy retract of S onto eSe and by the homology properties of the circle and disk, this implies e ■ Bd S=H(e). Now if g e Bd S is such that eg has infinite order, then multiplication by e maps the closed subgroup generated by g homomorphically onto H(e), and since dimension cannot be raised by a homomorphism, g e H(e). Let C={s e S:se-e}; again Bd SC\C is aconnected arc containing 1 with end points a and b. But there exist sequences of elements of infinite order in H(e) nBd S converging to a and b. Hence a=e = b and e=l.
The following more general theorem now follows, although in the case of Clifford semigroups one must take into consideration the fact that idempotents need not commute. Theorem 2. If S is an inverse semigroup or Clifford semigroup with identity on the 2-cell whose set of idempotents has a cut point, then S is the min cone over the circle group.
The author has some results in the case when the set of idempotents has no cut point and in a later paper this case will be considered, with a view to completing a characterization of inverse and Clifford semigroups with identity on the 2-cell.
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